
HP S140u Portable Monitor

On-the-go with multiple monitors

With more employees using notebooks and other mobile devices, a portable or docking monitor or multi-monitor hub offers an easy way to 
combine the mobility of a notebook or tablet and expand their screen workspace.

Studies suggest that people who work with a notebook plus one or more monitors are not only more productive than those who don’t, they 
feel more comfortable and report higher levels of satisfaction and creativity.2

35%
in productivity

Increase up to

while performing common tasks 
with an additional monitor.1

Improve the way your employees work

Business is about pushing forward. You want to do more, see more, accomplish more—and 
you need your technology to help your business get there. Working with multiple monitors—
whether that means two, three, or more—is an easy way to increase your employees’ digital 
workspace and improve the way they work. With a multi-monitor setup employees can 
customize the way they work to their own styles, organizing programs and windows to optimize 
their performance.

Increase productivity
Add a monitor to a workspace and increase productivity across your business by as much as  
35 percent while performing common computer tasks.1 From the executive suite to the front 
desk, multiple monitors help employees work more efficiently.

Speed up access to vital information
Help your workforce get more done in less time by multi-tasking across multiple screens. 
Employees can pull up various projects or programs all at once. This is a significant benefit for 
workers that have to alternate between screens frequently.
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More screens, more possibilities

Increase productivity and efficiency with a multi-monitor setup

Portability
Create a dual-monitor workspace almost anywhere with the HP 
EliteDisplay S140u Portable Monitor, powered straight from the 
notebook. It delivers multi-monitor productivity in a foldable, mobile-
ready design.

Versatility
Give your mobile workers an advantage in the office. They can pair their 
on-the-go PC with all the extra screen space they need at their desk—
simply connect their notebook via a docking station or create an instant 
multi-screen workspace with a USB cable and the HP EliteDisplay S231d 
Docking Monitor.
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HP Z Display Daisy-chaining
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HP ProDisplays HP EliteDisplay E-Series HP EliteDisplays S-Series HP Z Displays

Affordable, energy efficient 
monitors for growing success

Comfort-focused, energy 
efficient with advanced 
connectivity

Features for the enhanced  
user experience

Our best of everything for  
power users

Drive productivity through innovation

Additional monitor features have been developed to further enhance the expanded 
screen experience.

HP Ultra-Narrow Bezel Z Displays
Create stunning, uninterrupted views with narrow bezel displays that offer the least 
gap between screens. These monitors tile together seamlessly thanks to an ultra-
thin bezel on three sides.3 

HP 5K, 4K, and Quad-HD Displays
Maximize your content and fit more information on-screen without losing clarity. 
The ultra-high resolution of 5K, 4K, and Quad-HD displays means more pixels for 
sharper images and fonts—providing a more realistic depiction of images onscreen.

Daisy-chaining

On select HP Z Displays the DisplayPort output allows you to daisy-chain multiple 
displays3 with just one PC or workstation connection. This is useful for small form 
factors with one DisplayPort output without a docking station.

It’s time for a multi-monitor setup

Make your multi-monitor setup a reality. HP provides an array of monitors to best fit 
your business needs, plus accessories to achieve your ideal set-up.
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1 Whitepaper: Observed Productivity, Efficiency and User Satisfaction when Using Multiple or Large Displays. November 6, 2012

2  Notebook In Your Bag, Monitor On Your Desk. Ziff Davis Enterprise. 2010

3  Each display sold separately.
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Learn more

At Insight, we’ll help you solve challenges and improve

performance with Intelligent Technology SolutionsTM.

Work smarter.

http://www.insight.com/en_US/buy/partner/hp/personal-computers/displays-and-accessories.html



